
hagercad.pro
Software

Inside / Out

hagercad.pro is a fully integrated, electrical planning 
software from Hager, offering maximum simplicity, 
speed, reliability and flexibility. 

It allows you to document and designed your 
complex electrical planning projects in an easy to use 
environment.
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Plan.
Design.
Win.

hagercad.pro

As specialists in simple and safe electrical installation, 
not only do we understand a great deal about low-
voltage distribution system planning and tenders, we 
also know exactly what your day-to-day business looks 
like. And what matters are intelligent tools that make 
your work significantly easier. 

hagercad.pro takes care of complete planning and 
documentation – precise, comprehensive and fully automatic. 
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hagercad.pro.
Maintaining 
an overview
We've all had one of those days when everything 
happens at once: The new project, the new 
deadline for an ongoing planning task and the 
exciting project that calls on every colleague 
who is already busy working on something else. 
hagercad.pro turns days like these into days 
when everything clicks into place.
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hagercad.pro

Thanks to its intuitive user interface, 
hagercad.pro can be instantly incorporated into 
your complete low-voltage distribution system 
planning. And with the update service, we give 
you access to continuously improved versions – 
developed by practical people for practical 
users. 

Discover hagercad.pro now. The planning 
software that sets standards. With the full 
expertise and innovative power of Hager. 
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Get off to a better  
start

The project editor as project manager: 
Lets you keep an eye on everything  
at all times. You can see just how well 
it works as soon as you create a new 
project. And by the time you get to the 
planning phase, you'll wonder how you 
ever managed without the numerous 
practical, logically linked functions.
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hagercad.pro / project editor

hagercad.pro holds all company and 
customer data, documents, product 
catalogues and notes ready for when you 
need them – all of which can be imported 
and exported. This makes teamwork on a 
project considerably more efficient. 

Manage your assembly instructions, 
letters, supporting documents according 
to BS EN 61439 and start working with all 
the other hagercad modules. 

Create and 
manage  
projects
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Plan 
more

What's the fastest route to a circuit  
diagram? An automatic circuit diagram!  
With hagercad.pro, you can create all-
pole or single-pole diagrams without 
delay.

hagercad.pro does everything you 
need it to do. The table view records 
all circuits one after the other – a single 
click and everything is drawn accurately. 
Enter your text, cable types and cable 
specifications directly in the table and 
these are automatically incorporated into 
the circuit diagram. Or you can work, 
change and add information directly in 
the drawing view.
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All-pole 
planning
hagercad.pro simplifies your day-to-
day work intelligently: Cross-
references to all pages and  
devices are generated automatically 
and heat calculation according to  
BS EN 61439-1/-2 is created and  
all planned devices are saved.  
This enables you to move directly  
to layout planning.

hagercad.pro / wiring planning, single and multi-line options
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hagercad.pro / layout planning, power loss and heat calculation

Clever  
calculation
hagercad.pro works quickly, accurately and  
logically. As soon as you start your schematic 
diagram, you will only be presented with  
housings that match your devices. 
Automatic queries make it easier to decide: 
How should feed and output terminals be  
integrated, which space reserves and degrees 
of protection are provided? 

hagercad.pro makes sure everything is as 
it should be. The automatic power loss and 
heat calculation also takes into account 
every planned device – including the cooling 
surfaces of the cabinet itself. Even in 
environments with critical room temperatures, 
everything is taken care of. 

Automatic power loss 
calculation  
with hagercad.pro.
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The distribution board overview makes size estimates 
easier. Configure your cabinet down to the minutest 
detail click by click: Compare the individual elements 
such as transparent doors or bases in 2D and 3D 
views and rotate the board in the room.

Calculate  
and set up  
cabinets

Work with the right view for you: 

01 View with covers
02 View without covers
03  View in 3D, can be rotated freely

01 02 03

Y

XZ
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Think  
ahead

Documenting complex planning can be 
resource intensive.

Clear documentation gives your users 
long-term planning security – even in 
the event of subsequent changes or 
modernisations. Thankfully, hagercad.
pro does most of it for you.

Label  
program
Easy label creation is also included: Choose 
between various label holders and from an  
extensive, intuitive collection of pictograms 
and texts. hagercad.pro quickly turns "quite  
complex" into "pleasantly simple". 
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hagercad.pro / documentation, user manuals

User manuals
A single click links all relevant user manuals and photos to 
your planning project – and your project folder is immediately 
updated. When it's time for handover, you simply need to 
compress and send all of the relevant documents.

Documentation
Documentation, important documents, supporting documents 
– and of course user manuals: Even after years you will need 
to be able to access all of these without delay. hagercad.pro 
takes care of this too. With a complete documentation struc-
ture that securely stores all images, assembly instructions, etc.

Everything where you need 
it, whenever you need it. 
hagercad.pro manages all 
of your documentation and 
user manuals. 
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hagercad.pro: 
Download  
now!

Get started now with our solution for planning 
low-voltage distribution systems. 

hagercad.pro, the latest generation of software for 
low-voltage distribution system planning is available  
for you to try now: Download the full version with  
all innovative functions free of charge.

Simply download from our website hager.com/uk.
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